Get ready to accelerate your future at
IMAGINE SUMMIT 2019 in Orlando, FL

IMAGINE SUMMIT 2019 promises to be one
of the most inspiring and informative events
of the year as hybrid integration platforms
(HIPs) redefine the future of ecosystem
engagement, customer experiences and
business innovation. Join us on March 4-6 at
the Rosen Centre in sunny Orlando, Florida to
learn some valuable strategies for exceeding
enterprise and customer expectations. Here
are 10 reasons to attend:
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Be inspired

Emcee, David Nour, shows how strategic
relationships can boost business growth.
Gartner Analyst, Mark O’Neil discusses
whether business is sustainable without a hybrid
integration platform. Medhi Medjaoui, Founder of
APIdays Conferences and author of “Continuous
API Management”, shares the API industry
landscape. And Axway CEO Patrick Donovan
speaks about accelerating the future, together.
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Meet the experts

Axway API, MFT, Syncplicity content
collaboration, B2B, analytics and DevOps
solution experts will be on hand to answer
questions and get your feedback on what’s
working for you and what isn’t. It’s your
opportunity to have an impact on future
product and solution offerings that best
fit your needs.
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Hear from your peers

See what success looks like as your peers share
their API best practices, MFT cloud strategies
for empowering business, operational efficiency
gains using B2B cloud managed services,
and how Syncplicity helped create a digital
workplace of the future.
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Learn for less

IMAGINE SUMMIT 2019 gives you a continuing
education opportunity designed to augment
your skills and expertise. Gain a level of
actionable information and value at a price
that encourages everyone to attend.
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Get HIP with AMPLIFY™
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Dive deeper
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Expand your network
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There’s something
for everyone
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Eat. Connect. Imagine
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It’s in Orlando!

Axway will be unveiling new capabilities for
the AMPLIFY Hybrid Integration Platform that
combines traditional integration patterns (MFT,
B2B, File Sharing) with APIs to provide exceptional
service delivery for business innovation.

Attend breakout sessions on topics that
interest and impact you most. Our Learning Labs
enable you to get familiar with Axway API, MFT,
Syncplicity, B2B, analytics and DevOps solutions
and let you interact with solution experts.

Spend time with your peer community,
a dedicated group of skilled and engaged
individuals from IT, business and industry. It’s
a chance to collaborate on shared experiences,
exchange tips and tricks, and expand your
professional network.

Business, IT or just love to learn. IMAGINE
SUMMIT 2019 is packed with new, useful and
relevant ideas and solutions no matter what
your title is. Join numerous sessions covering
the newest Axway solution capabilities, realworld case studies and strategic positioning.

Networking lunches and breaks give you a
chance to socialize with experts, letting you
fulfill your appetite as well as your thirst
for knowledge.

Warm weather. Sunny blue skies. Orlando offers
the best surroundings for relaxing, generating
new ideas, and getting creative.

REGISTER NOW
imaginesummits.com
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